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Abstract 
Journalists frequently turn to Twitter for quotes from elite and non-elite sources to include within 
their online news articles. While recent research has found that including posts from ordinary 
people can influence news consumers’ issue perceptions, there is limited research on the impact 
of including politicians’ posts. We conduct two similar survey experiments, with Republican and 
Democrat respondents, to test the relative impact of including Donald Trump’s tweets in a news 
article either in embedded format, quoted in plain text or quoted in paraphrased format. Among 
Republicans, embedded tweets were unique in eliciting positive emotions which mediated higher 
ratings of Donald Trump’s warmth and competence. Among Democrats no significant 
differences were elicited by tweet format on perceptions of Trump. However, Democrats rated 
articles containing verbatim Trump tweets as significantly lower in journalistic quality. Results 
are discussed in relevance to journalist-politician power relations and perceptions of journalistic 
quality. 
Keywords: Tweets; Online news; Journalistic quality; Populist political leaders; Character traits; 
Emotional activation; USA 
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Embedding, Quoting or Paraphrasing? Investigating the Effects of Political Leaders’ 
Tweets in Online News Articles: The Case of Donald Trump 
News journalism is fighting for its soul, fending attacks from all sides: vocal anti-establishment 
leaders accusing journalists of bias; financial demands pushing the need for news with audience 
appeal; pressure for around-the-clock reporting; and the meteoric rise of social media platforms 
that compete for attention and give politicians unprecedented opportunities for unmediated 
expression. In a move toward a hybrid media system (Chadwick, 2013), and to respond to such 
pressures, journalists have taken to social media as a form of ‘beat’ where they not only pick up 
tips and leads for stories, but also find quotes to include within their news articles (Metag and 
Rauchfleisch, 2017). 
Given today’s confluence of media and political factors, what are the effects of news 
journalists including social media posts as sources and evidence? Research points to a growing 
reliance in news reporting on tweets from political leaders, along with posts from ordinary 
citizens (Broersma and Graham, 2012; Brands et al., 2018). Less well understood, however, are 
the effects of including tweets on online news readers. While recent work has shown that 
embedding tweets from ordinary people in news stories can influence audience perceptions of 
public opinion on the issue at hand (Ross and Dumitrescu, 2019), there is little such research that 
investigates the impact of politicians’ tweets in online news. 
Investigating the embedding of political leaders’ tweets is of interest, not simply due to 
their increasing usage but also as they constitute a new way that journalists can incorporate 
quotations. As with traditional media formats, journalists writing for online formats are similarly 
faced with the choice of including such elite quotes directly (i.e. verbatim) or paraphrasing the 
quote to retain the same meaning while substituting in their own style and removing grammatical 
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anomalies. However, by embedding tweets from Twitter, journalists are engaging in a new and 
unique form of quoting: this not only reproduces the quote verbatim but it also offers substantial 
other levels of potentially newsworthy information (such as the level of public support for the 
statement, the amount of debate it has stimulated, and the politician’s photo).  
While research has taken place into the effects of direct quotes on audience perceptions 
of journalistic quality within traditional news media (Gibson and Zillmann, 1998; Weaver et al., 
1974) this evolved format of embedding tweets may have new ramifications in the current hybrid 
media environment, both for perceptions of quality and readers’ appraisal of the quoted political 
leaders’ personal characteristics. First, there is wide awareness of the potential spill-overs from 
tweets into the traditional media’s agenda (Parmelee, 2014; Seethaler and Melischek, 2019). In 
this respect, the journalistic practice of embedding tweets may be particularly consequential for 
populist politicians, who routinely court scandals and controversies (Wodak, 2015) many of 
which originate on social media before being catapulted into the traditional media spotlight 
(Hatakka et al., 2017). Second, incorporating politicians’ social media posts may provide them 
with free advertising (Francia, 2018), opening the possibility that, by including tweets in news, 
journalists may inadvertently play into politicians’ electioneering tactics.   
Our research examines the effects of this largely unstudied, but growing current practice, 
with a focus on the reporting of tweets by one of the most currently prominent populist 
politicians (Gonawela et al., 2018), US President Donald Trump. Trump’s prowess in delivering 
effective messages on the Twitter platform has been amply documented (e.g., Francia, 2018; 
Karpf, 2017; Ott, 2017) and his antagonistic style of tweeting shares similarities with prominent 
right-wing populist political leaders in the Netherlands, Britain and India (Brandset al., 2017; 
Gonawela et al., 2018). We explore how the format in which journalists report Donald Trump’s 
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tweets in their news articles – whether verbatim (embedded or quoted in plain text) or by 
paraphrasing – may influence citizens’ political perceptions of the President and impact their 
opinions of journalistic quality. Using two similar online survey experiments with US 
Republican and Democrat respondents, we find evidence that, compared to paraphrasing, 
including Trump’s tweets in verbatim format affects readers’ perceptions both of Trump, and of 
the news article itself, suggesting that this journalistic practice should be used with care and 
scrutinized through further research. 
 
Literature Review 
The presence of tweets in news. More than any other social media platform, Twitter has rapidly 
risen to prominence in journalists’ political reporting toolkit (Parmelee, 2014; Metag and 
Rauchfleisch, 2017; McGregor and Molyneux, 2018). As Metag and Rauchfleisch’s (2017) 
survey of journalists shows, journalists working at the political desk are more likely than those 
working on other topics to use tweets in their reports, particularly if they can use them as news 
sources or quote them.  
This journalistic practice, has, in turn, opened the door for strategic political actors to 
influence the media’s agenda, by crafting quotable tweets (see Kreiss, 2016; Parmelee, 2014; 
Seethaler and Melischek, 2019; Skogerbø et al., 2016). Influential tweets, that can shape the 
attention of the press, are easy to read, plainspoken, and come from actors who are otherwise 
unavailable for contact (Parmelee, 2014); moreover, research shows that journalists are also 
more likely to cover tweets in connection to negativity, conflict and scandals (Ekman and 
Widholm, 2015: 86). In this respect, journalists may just follow what generates activity on 
Twitter, as existing analyses of the popularity of politicians’ tweets find that retweet likelihood 
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increases with the size of the politician’s network and with the negative emotional content of the 
tweet (Walker et al., 2017). At the same time, this also suggests that strategies prominently used 
by populist politicians – such as cultivating a large online followership network, courting 
scandals, using simple language, restricting one’s availability for regular contact by journalists 
(Brands et al., 2018; Gonawela et al., 2018; Wodak, 2015), not to mention the high frequency of 
negative posts (Gonawela et al., 2018: 309) – may be particularly effective in allowing 
politicians to influence the media’s agenda, while at the same time, heightening “the salience of 
attributes that are favorable to the leader who is tweeting.” (Parmelee, 2014: 443). 
In line with this body of research, analyses of President Trump’s media coverage during 
the 2016 US election cycle illustrate both the agenda setting and the persuasive potential of 
tweets in news. Studies suggest that the coverage of Trump’s tweets played a central role in 
generating billions of dollars of free media advertising (Francia, 2018; Stewart, 2016). In fact, 
insiders to the campaign credited Twitter as “one of the ‘reasons we won this thing’” (Francia 
2018: 441). Moreover, Trump’s tweets continued to be highly prevalent in US news: in the first 
four months of his administration, one out of five stories that used his administration as a source 
cited his tweets (Mitchell et al., 2017: 69, 71).  
The persuasive potential of tweets in news. Despite the recent evidence that the coverage 
of tweets can increase a politician’s visibility, agenda setting power and persuasiveness, little is 
known about the process underpinning the public’s reaction when exposed to them in the news 
context.  
Becker’s (2017, 2018) experiment-based research looking at Trump’s Twitter reaction to 
the Saturday Night Live satirical show, examined the effects of exposure to Trump’s tweets 
compared to other types of information. While Becker did not vary the format in which the 
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tweets were presented, her results suggest that exposure to Trump’s Twitter reaction embedded 
in an article can directly increase perceptions of his authenticity, his experience and level of 
information, irrespective of how one feels about him (Becker, 2018).  
These character traits correspond to two general dimensions identified by social 
psychology research as universally important in evaluating others: warmth and competence 
(Fiske et al., 2007). According to Fiske and her colleagues “the warmth dimension captures traits 
that are related to perceived intent, including […] sincerity, trustworthiness and morality, 
whereas the competence dimension reflects traits that are related to perceived ability, including 
intelligence [and] skill” (2007: 77). Research also shows that perceptions of traits subsumed by 
these two dimensions predict candidate evaluations and office longevity in US electoral politics 
(e.g., Laustsen and Bor, 2017; Mondak, 1995). In view of Becker’s (2017, 2018) results, we 
expect that: 
H1. Exposure to verbatim Trump tweets in news will positively influence his perceived 
warmth.  
H2. Exposure to verbatim Trump tweets in news will positively influence his perceived 
competence. 
Emotional activation as a potential mechanism of influence of tweets in news. Ott (2017) 
deplores the effect that Twitter’s constraints on the length of characters has had on political 
messages, as they leave little room for long explanations or for nuanced positions. Instead, to 
generate attention in an overcrowded communication environment, he argues that tweets must be 
simple and emotional. As Ott and others have noted, such simplicity matches Trump’s 
communication style, as he ordinarily uses simple, impulsive and oftentimes uncivil language 
(Kreis, 2017; Ott, 2017).  
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Emotional activation can provide an effective pathway to persuasion, with recent research 
finding that positive and negative emotions mediate the effects of populist communications 
(Wirz, 2018). Brader’s (2005) seminal work on the impact of candidate ad-generated emotions 
showcases the power of positive emotions to strengthen citizens’ allegiance for a candidate they 
already support. In Brader’s experiment, individuals made to feel enthusiastic and hopeful were 
significantly more likely to rely on their previous political predispositions, and these effects have 
been replicated elsewhere (e.g., Just et al., 2007). Moreover, arousing negative emotions can also 
facilitate persuasion. Feelings of anger reduce the amount of cognitive effort one is willing to put 
into processing a political message and strengthen mobilization along partisan lines (Marcus et 
al., 2000). Fear, on the other hand, can bias information processing by increasing the focus on 
and agreement with negative information (Gadarian and Albertson, 2014).  
In short, political leaders have strong incentives to provoke emotional reactions in 
viewers through their unmediated communications. However, since previous research has not 
tested the emotional pathway to persuasion in the context of tweets included in news, we ask: 
RQ1. Is the impact of exposure to Trump’s tweets mediated through emotional activation?  
 The impact of quoting vs. paraphrasing on perceptions of news quality. Coming at a time 
when the news media is under significant pressure, Donald Trump’s fractious relationship with 
the press and his preference for Twitter as a platform (e.g., Francia, 2018; Karpf, 2017; Ott, 
2017) has further exacerbated the difficulties many US outlets face. Indeed, as Karpf (2017) 
notes, Trump’s choice to consistently shun traditional press conferences, has meant that reporters 
have been compelled to “[adjust] their news routines in response to Trump’s headline-grabbing 
behavior” on Twitter (Karpf, 2017: 3).  
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While Trump’s communication strategy may pressure journalists into covering his tweets, they 
still have a choice over the format in which these tweets are reported. Previous studies conducted 
in the UK and the Netherlands found that journalists are significantly more likely to include them 
in verbatim format (Brands et al., 2018; Broersma and Graham, 2012). Broersma and Graham 
(2012: 414), for example, found that 90% of the tweets included in UK news articles during the 
2010 election campaign were being fully quoted. Writing on the drive for objectivity in everyday 
journalism, Ward (2008: 80) draws a close connection between objectivity and accuracy of 
reporting, understood as the “[need] for accurate quotations and paraphrases of statements.” The 
choice of direct tweet quotes, as opposed to paraphrasing, may relate not just to accuracy, but 
also to transparency, and to source credibility (which adds to the credibility of the news itself), 
and may be justified to avoid accusations of potential bias by misrepresentation (Duncan et al., 
2019).  
 The available evidence as to audience perception of article bias when using paraphrasing 
as opposed to quoting indicates a limited effect, as audiences apparently fail to pick up on the 
credibility, objectivity and accuracy aspects which journalists may regard as being related to 
using direct quotes (Duncan et al. 2019; Gibson and Zillman, 1998; Weaver et al., 1974). At the 
same time, the extant literature leaves much room for further exploration. First, with the 
exception of Duncan and colleagues’ (2019) research, studies have relied chiefly on student 
samples and non-political topics. It is possible that in the political domain, and among a more 
diverse population, direct quotes may be perceived as being more objective and trustworthy than 
paraphrasing. Duncan et al. (2019)’s study does use stimuli containing a politician source; 
however, they do not analyze how audience ideology influences credibility perceptions, and do 
not use tweets, which may enhance journalistic credibility (see Gearhart and Kang, 2014). Given 
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the available estimates (Mitchell et al., 2018: 5, 17) that only about 47% of the US public thinks 
that the media is reporting political issues fairly and only 58% think that they cover the 
government well, the overall public distrust in this regard might make the audience more 
unfavorable of paraphrasing. This motivates our second research question:  
RQ2: Will the difference in the format of tweet content presentation result in significant 
differences between participants’ perceptions of the journalistic quality of the article? 
 
The method 
We investigate these hypotheses and questions by means of two online studies using the 
same posttest-only between-subjects experimental design. The studies were conducted separately 
for two samples of adult US citizens, one for Republicans and one for Democrats in October 2018.  
News article story. Since emerging as a credible presidential candidate, Donald Trump 
has strongly divided public opinion along partisan lines. A report issued a few months before our 
studies showed that about 80% of Republicans agreed with Trump on many issues; conversely, 
88% of Democrats agreed on few or no issues (Pew Research Center, May, 2018). The one area 
suggesting Republican divisions was Trump’s morality, as a subsequent Pew Research Center 
report published in August 2018 found that about 40% of registered Republicans doubted he had 
set a “high moral standard” for his presidency (Tyson, 2018). We therefore decided to focus on 
an ethical issue facing the President, namely Special Counsel Mueller’s investigation into 
Russia’s interference in the 2016 elections. The investigation had been high on the public agenda 
since May 2017 and, by October 2018, the debate heated up on whether Trump’s former 
personal lawyer, Michael Cohen, could provide evidence to incriminate him in connection with 
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the investigation. Given the public doubts over the moral character of Trump’s presidency, we 
decided to use Cohen’s collaboration as the subject of our news story.  
Stimuli. In order to provide our respondents with a credible-looking news story, but also 
to avoid contaminating the effects of the experimental manipulation with their pre-existing 
opinions about the media source, we built on a Business Insider report on Michael Cohen’s 
cooperation in September 2018.1 Business Insider is a lesser-known publication in the US, 
ranked 38th in terms of visitors.2 Its low visibility meant that it had escaped the public spotlight 
in Trump’s conflict with the media, and, moreover, its title suggested a non-political focus. We 
adapted the original story to emphasize the neutrality of tone when setting out the factual state of 
affairs regarding Michael Cohen's testimony, as well as added, at three points, content related to 
Donald Trump's tweets on the topic. The format of this content was varied by condition, 
whereby: in one condition these three tweets were presented in embedded form with the entire 
tweet visible along with profile picture, likes and discussion indicators (Embedded Condition); in 
another condition the same tweet contents was written out verbatim in speech marks (Quotation 
Condition); and in the other condition the same tweet content was paraphrased by the researchers 
in a neutral way, trying to retain the meaning of the tweet as much as possible whilst writing it to 
appear as if put in the journalist’s own words (Paraphrased Condition).  
 As can be seen in Appendix A, all three tweets were impassioned and antagonistic in 
nature. As has found to be commonplace in Trump’s Twitter repertoire (Gonawela et al., 2018), 
 
1 The original article is available at http://uk.businessinsider.com/mueller-interviewed-michael-
cohen-trump-russia-collusion-pardon-2018-9?r=US&IR=T Accessed on 28 June 2019. 
2 https://www.comscore.com/Insights/Rankings?country=US Accessed on 28 June 2019.  
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across our selection of tweets were examples of criticism, labeling, as well as personal and group 
insults. The three Trump tweets were 47 words, 45 words and 46 words respective of the order in 
which they appeared. In the Embedded Condition, there were an additional 16 words per tweet 
due to the information about his name, Twitter handle, the date and time of posting as well as 
number of likes and how many “people are talking about this.” This brought the length of the 
Embedded Condition to a total of 540 words. In the Quotation Condition, given the lack of 
embedding, each tweet took up 16 fewer words, thereby bringing the total length to 492 words. 
In the Paraphrased Condition, the three paraphrased tweet sections where 48 words, 67 words 
and 54 words respective to the order in which they appeared, bringing the total number of words 
to 526. Apart from the tweet manipulation, the articles were identical in text and visuals (each 
featured one image, of Michael Cohen, placed below the headline). Figure 1 gives an overview 
of the three tweet manipulations. The full article versions are available in Appendix A.  
[Figure 1 here] 
Recruitment, sample and procedure. Participants were recruited online using a company 
called Prolific. The survey was distributed to US citizens, currently residing in the US, with 
either Republican party affiliation (first study, 18-19 October 2018) or Democratic party 
affiliation (second study, 22 October 2018).3 To standardize the stimuli exposure across 
participants and to remove potential confounding factors such as large differences in screen size, 
the surveys could only be taken using desktop or laptop computers. After having been randomly 
allocated to read one of the three versions of the online news article, participants answered a 
 
3 There were no notable media or political events in between the two data collection points (with 
20-21 October 2018 falling on a weekend). 
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questionnaire, were debriefed and paid. To ensure that every participant had the time to read the 
stimuli, they could only move on to the questionnaire section after spending a minimum of 90 
seconds on the news article.4 The questionnaire contained, in order, questions about emotions 
while reading the article, evaluations of Trump’s character, evaluations of the article quality, 
manipulation check, and questions on the respondents’ political and media consumption 
background. The initial samples were N=290 Republicans and N=238 Democrats. 
The manipulation check item asked: “As far as you remember, how was Donald Trump's 
reaction reported in the article you have just read... (1) ONLY through his own words from 
Twitter; (2) MOSTLY through his own words from Twitter; (3) MOSTLY through the 
journalist's words; (4) ONLY through the journalist's words.” We coded as correct those who 
answered (2), (3) or (4) in the Paraphrased Condition, and those who answered (1), (2) or (3) in 
the Embedded and Quotation Conditions. The final samples for analysis are N=275 Republicans 
and N=210 Democrats. 
Variables. Emotional activation was measured by combining the answers of two batteries 
of questions. The first battery, immediately following the exposure to the stimulus, was adapted 
 
4 Rayner et al. (2016, p. 24) found that average-speed readers require about 250 words per 
minute (wpm) for an adequate text comprehension, while average speed-read readers reach a 
similar comprehension level at about 650 wpm. We designed the cut-off mindful of both types of 
readers, by capping the maximum permitted reading speed at about 350 wpm. Based on the time 
spent on the stimulus page, the median reading speed was between 185 and 231 wpm in the 
Republican experiment and in between 215 and 250 wpm in the Democrat experiment (see 
Appendix B for details).  
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from Harmon-Jones, Bastian and Harmon-Jones’ (2016) discrete emotions questionnaire. It 
asked “While reading the article to what extent did you experience these emotions? Hopeful/ 
Optimistic/ Proud/ Anger/ Worry/ Nervous/ Revulsion/ Sickened (in random order).” 
Respondents were asked to report about each emotion on a seven-point scale, labeled from “Not 
at all” to “An extreme amount” (numerically coded 0-6). We combined the self-reports of ‘hope’ 
and ‘optimism’ into an overall measure of Respondent Hope Feeling (alpha= 0.89 for 
Republicans, and 0.87 for Democrats). We followed a similar procedure for the negative 
emotions. We combined the self-reports of ‘worry’ and ‘nervous’ into a measure of Respondent 
Anxiety Feeling (alpha = 0.85 for both partisan samples), and ‘sickened’ and ‘revulsion’ into an 
index of Respondent Disgust Feeling (alpha = 0.88 for both partisan samples). 
The second battery of questions aimed to identify the source triggering these emotions. It 
asked: “While reading the article, who made you feel MOST... Hopeful/ Proud/ Angry/ Anxious/ 
Disgusted (in random order),” with respondents being able to choose one out of four options: the 
journalist/ Donald Trump/ Robert Mueller/ Michael Cohen (presented in random order).  
Trump-Generated Positive Emotions. We constructed a Trump-Generated Hope variable, 
by combining the answers to the two emotions batteries. The variable took the value of the 
Respondent Hope Feeling if respondents identified Trump as the main source for their feeling 
hopeful, and zero otherwise. In a similar manner we constructed a Trump-Generated Pride 
variable, which took the value of the self-declared level of pride if respondents indicated that 
Trump was responsible for their feelings, and zero otherwise. Consistent with previous research 
(e.g., Brader, 2005), we combine the two Trump-Generated Hope and Pride feelings into an 
aggregate measure of Trump-Generated Positive Emotions, but only for Republicans (alpha = 
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0.84). In the Democrat study we only had six respondents who expressed feeling positive 
because of Trump. 
Trump-Generated Negative Emotions. In a similar manner, we constructed three 
additional variables: Trump-Generated Anxiety, Trump-Generated Disgust, and Trump-
Generated Anger; each took the value of the corresponding self-declared feeling on the discrete 
emotions battery if respondents chose Trump as the main source of the emotion, and zero 
otherwise. Finally, we combined all the Trump-related negative emotions into one single index, 
Trump-Generated Negative Emotions (alpha = 0.76 for Republicans and 0.77 for Democrats) 
 Trump evaluations. We then asked respondents to report “What impression did YOU 
personally get of Donald Trump as you were reading the article?” on a scale from 0-10, for each 
of the items (displayed in random order): Sincere/ Trustworthy/ Knowledgeable/ Intelligent. We 
combine the values for ‘sincere’ and ‘trustworthy’ into a Trump Warmth Rating (alpha = 0.97 for 
Republicans and 0.77 for Democrats), and similarly, the values of ‘knowledgeable’ and 
‘intelligent’ into a Trump Competence Rating (alpha=0.96 for Republicans and 0.89 for 
Democrats). 
 Article evaluations. Respondents were asked to “describe the article you have just read” 
on five different semantic differential scales, ranging from -5 to 5: ‘Unfair/Fair’; ‘Does not tell 
the full story/Tells the full story’; ‘Inaccurate/Accurate’; ‘Cannot be trusted/Can be trusted’; 
‘Opinionated/Factual’. 
 Controls. In all our analyses we control for demographics, political attitudes and media 
habits. In the first category, we account for respondents’ age, gender and formal education (6-
point variable, ranging from none to doctoral and above). In terms of political attitudes, we 
control for strength of partisanship (dichotomous variable coded 1 for strong partisan), opinions 
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about the Mueller’s conduct in the investigation (0-10 scale), and opinions about whether the 
Trump campaign colluded or not with Russia (on a 0-10 scale, with 0 indicating the respondent 
is sure of no collusion).5 Finally, social media consumption has been shown to influence citizens’ 
perceptions of politicians’ character (e.g., Dimitrova and Bystrom, 2013). We therefore control 
for the number of days respondents reported following news on Twitter (ranging from 0-7). 
Table 1 presents the distribution of the variables by condition.  
[Table 1 here] 
Results 
The effects of verbatim tweet exposure on Trump evaluations (H1, H2, RQ1) 
We begin by considering the direct impact of exposure to the verbatim tweets on readers’ 
perceptions of Donald Trump’s warmth and competence, with the full analyses presented in 
Appendix C. Overall, compared to paraphrasing, we find limited to nil direct effects of the tweet 
embedded or quoted format on both competence and warmth, among both Republicans and 
Democrats. None of the pairwise between-groups differences reaches statistical significance at 
the conventional p=0.05 level.  
A more thorough test of our hypotheses requires us however to examine the possibility 
that tweets might affect readers via an emotional activation mechanism (RQ1). Figure 2 presents 
the distribution of Trump-generated emotions for both Republicans (left-side panel) and 
Democrats (right-side panel). While the modal category is ‘no emotion,’ there are significant 
 
5 Given the short-term exposure to the article, we do not expect these deeply-held attitudes to be 
affected by the experimental manipulation. Rather we expect participants’ attitudes on these 
matters to influence their approach to the topic. 
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variations across the two partisan samples and by emotional valence. Among Republicans, the 
percentage of respondents reporting some level of Trump-generated positive emotions increases 
in the Quotation and Embedded Conditions compared to the Paraphrasing Condition; conversely, 
as already noted, virtually no Democrats reported feeling positive due to Trump. In the realm of 
negative emotions, Democrats report stronger emotional intensity on average than Republicans, 
but there is no significant experimental effect for either group. 
[Figure 2 here] 
Our next step is to test the statistical significance of the difference in the distribution of 
positive emotions among Republicans. The Shapiro-Wilk test revealed significant deviations 
from normality in the distribution of residuals (W=0.862, p=0.000), thereby preventing a linear 
regression analysis. Consequently, we re-coded the Trump-Generated Positive Emotions 
measure into a binary variable, with the value of ‘0’ reflecting no emotional activation, and ‘1’ 
representing positive emotional activation, irrespective of the intensity. We then re-ran the model 
using a logit regression analysis (see Appendix D). The results confirmed a difference between 
conditions in the Republican sample, with a significantly higher likelihood of feeling positive 
because of Trump for those in the Embedded Condition than in the Paraphrasing one (p<0.05).  
To test the mediating role of Trump-generated positive emotions among Republicans, we 
next ran two mediation models, as illustrated in Figure 3 for Trump’s Warmth Rating, and in 
Figure 4 for Trump’s Competence Rating (with full results in Appendix E). 
[Figure 3 here] 
[Figure 4 here] 
The pattern of results is similar for the two ratings – the Embedded Condition has a 
statistically significant total effect on perceptions of his warmth and competence (p<0.05). When 
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considering the total effect, Trump’s Warmth Rating increases on average with 1.57 on the 0-10 
scale in the Embedded Condition, compared to the Paraphrased Condition, while his Competence 
Rating increases with an average with 1.31 on the same scale. We observe no difference between 
the Paraphrased Condition and the Quotation Condition. These results provide therefore partial 
support for both our H1 and H2, and suggest a positive answer to our RQ1, as in the case of the 
Republican sample, we find that including the tweets in the article in an embedded form does 
indeed affect their opinions about the US President, through the mediating role of Trump-
generated positive emotions.  
The effects of verbatim tweet exposure on perceptions of the journalistic quality (RQ2) 
Figure 5 provides the distribution of opinions on our article evaluation variables. The 
distributions showcase a Republicans’ and Democrats’ perception gap: whereas Republicans 
tend to be critical on average, most likely because the article itself discussed the topic of 
collusion between Russia and the Trump campaign, Democrats are mostly positive about it, 
perhaps for the same reason. The distributions suggest, however, that there may be variations in 
evaluations as a function of the format of the tweets.  
[Figure 5 here] 
To test the significance of differences between conditions, we again look at the 
distribution of residuals to decide for the best method of analysis. Whereas for Republicans we 
observe no significant departures from normality, allowing us to use linear regression, for 
Democrats, the Shapiro-Wilk test produces again statistically significant W values (W> 0.90, 
p<0.003 for all five article evaluation variables). Consequently, we recode the Democrat 
measures into 3-level variables, so as to achieve an as even split as possible: Low (evaluations 
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lower than or equal to 2), Medium (evaluations of 3 and 4) and High (evaluations of 5),6 and use 
ordered logistic regression to analyze the differences. We find significant experimental effects on 
Republicans’ trust in the article, and on four Democrat article evaluation items. The predicted 
values by experimental condition are graphically presented in Figure 6 (with full results in 
Appendix F).  
[Figure 6 here] 
 The results suggest that Republicans express similar levels of trust in the article when 
tweets are paraphrased and when tweets are embedded, but they are significantly more likely to 
distrust the article when the tweets are quoted in plain text. On the Democrat side, respondents 
rate the article higher for telling the full story and for being factual in the Paraphrased Condition 
than the Embedded Condition. Democrats also express greater appreciation of the article’s 
accuracy, fairness, and are more likely to believe it tells the full story in the Paraphrased 
Condition, compared to the Quotation Condition.  
Discussion 
Against a backdrop of mounting pressures on their time, finances, and reputation, 
journalists are frequently turning to social media as a source of quotes. Evidence from several 
countries shows that these quotes are not neutral – those that make it in the news are often 
simple, easy to read, and relate to scandals and controversies (e.g., Ekman and Widholm, 2015; 
Hatakka et al., 2017; Metag and Rauchfleisch, 2017; Parmelee, 2014). Thus, populist politicians 
who thrive on controversies, like Trump (but also others who share his tweeting style, e.g. 
Gonawela et al., 2018), can avail themselves of this practice to increase their agenda-setting 
 
6 The distribution of the re-coded variables is available in Table F-D0 Appendix F. 
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power and gain additional means of disseminating their message to the wider public. While 
recent research has found that including tweets from ordinary people as vox populi in online 
news can impact readers’ issues perceptions (Ross and Dumitrescu, 2019), there has been little in 
the way of exploring the impact of political elites’ tweets. This study brings evidence that 
embedding or quoting politician tweets can have important consequences. 
First, we found that Republicans are influenced in their evaluations of the President by 
the format of tweets, specifically by their embedded form, as compared to their paraphrased 
form. The effect of tweets is primarily indirect, as Trump is able to use them to generate positive 
emotions, which in turn favorably mediate the effect on ratings of his character after seeing the 
tweets.  
The finding that the impact of the exposure to Trump tweets is channeled through 
emotional activation adds to the current scholarship on emotional political discourse. 
Specifically, it suggests that politicians’ emotional appeals can be effective even when presented 
within a larger context of a news article, and not just in the form of politician-controlled political 
ads, or direct social media communications with the public. The finding also strengthens the case 
that populist political communication draws its effectiveness from successful emotional 
activation (e.g., in line with Wirz, 2018). 
In addition, the fact that embedded tweets (compared to paraphrasing) lead to higher 
politician evaluations, through the emotional impact of the embedded tweets, is an important 
finding in light of existing scholarship on character appraisals resulting from quoting practices in 
the media. Notably, Weaver et al. (1974) found that, for print news stories, whether personal 
testimony was presented in paraphrased or quoted form made little difference to the student 
participants’ perceptions of the personality of the individual giving the personal testimony. Our 
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finding is additionally intriguing given that significant differences were only present for the 
Embedded Condition compared to the Paraphrased Condition and not for the Quoted Condition. 
Indeed, this may imply that the unmediated communicative value of the embedded tweet goes 
beyond the text. Embedded tweets also reproduce the image of the poster, and citizens have been 
shown automatically infer politician competence from very limited face exposure (see 
Dumitrescu, 2016, for a review). Moreover, by embedding the tweet, journalists may signal 
importance of the tweet in two additional ways. First, they might signal that there is community 
support for it, as tweets in embedded format also provide information about the number of 
people who “like” it and who “are talking about this” (which, in our case, was in the thousands 
for any of the three posts included). Second, the embedded version of the tweet will inevitably 
take more space on the page than the quoted version, thereby potentially signaling importance in 
the news story. Although beyond the scope of these experiments, isolating the effects of these 
factors (which are unique to the embedded format) should prove fruitful in further research. 
The effects of exposure to tweets, as opposed to a journalist rendition of the content, 
extend beyond political evaluations. We find that both Republicans and Democrats integrate the 
way tweets are presented into their judgements of the journalistic quality of the article. Within 
the Republican sample, we find that the article with paraphrased tweets and the article with 
embedded tweets are seen as being of similar quality. However, when the tweets are quoted in 
plain text, Republicans are significantly more likely to distrust the article compared to embedded 
and paraphrased versions. This surprising finding may be due to the fact that whereas 
paraphrasing is part of journalists’ established toolkit, and therefore, a generally acceptable 
practice, by not reproducing the tweet in full (i.e., by not including the picture and the tweet 
popularity statistics that come with the embedded tweet) journalists may be seen as directly 
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editing the intervention while all the while claiming to report it in full. It also suggests that the 
tweet text, more than the ideas it contains (which can be paraphrased), may in itself be associated 
to the specific context it appears in. 
Within the Democrat sample, the perceived quality of the article decreases with the 
inclusion of verbatim tweets, compared to the Paraphrased Condition. Democrats find that 
including the tweets in either format makes the article less likely to tell the full story. They also 
penalize it for being opinionated (as opposed to being based on facts) in the Embedded 
Condition and lower their evaluations of the article’s ‘accuracy’ and ‘fairness’ in the Quoted 
Condition. This suggests that including the tweets is perceived as giving too much voice to 
opinions, but also that the practice of quoting a tweet, i.e., actively removing the Twitter handle 
and the information that comes with it, can be seen with suspicion.  
The fact that we see significant differences at all in these circumstances is in contrast to 
previous research on perceptions of article quality which investigated direct quotes compared 
with paraphrasing (e.g. Duncan et al., 2019; Gibson and Zillman, 1998; Weaver et al., 1974). 
This raises the prospect that Twitter has unique effects when used as a source for politician 
quotes, and points to the need of further research to better understand what readers regard as 
acceptable journalistic practices in this respect.  
In short, the sum of our findings suggests that journalists should approach including 
political leaders’ tweets in verbatim format with caution.   
Limitations  
As with Weaver et al. (1974), our articles contained personal testimony from a single 
person with the format being altered between conditions. Future research should look at 
including more politicians within the same article and presenting different points of view.  
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Additionally, President Trump is undoubtedly exceptional in his tweeting frequency. But 
his political conduct, both on and off Twitter, is similar to other populist politicians, thereby 
potentially expanding the generalizability of this study. Trump not only shares many tweeting 
style similarities with other right-wing populist leaders (see Gonawela et al., 2018), but he also 
thrives on scandals, more often than not using Twitter to defend himself, while cultivating a 
confrontational relationship to the professional press. His behavior matches Wodak’s (2015) 
‘right-wing populist perpetuum mobile’ populist strategy. In essence, Wodak argues, populist 
politicians make the most of being accused in a controversy by ultimately protesting that they are 
the victim, often attacking the accuser and the media as being biased. Indeed, just as in the case 
of Trump, other populist politicians rely on social media in these scandals (e.g., Hatakka et al., 
2017: 270). Since journalists are attracted to scandal and negativity when it comes to tweets 
(Ekman and Widholm, 2015), it is likely that more often than not, populist politicians’ 
antagonistic tweets outside the US context will also turn out in the news. Our study sheds some 
light on the public’s reactions to this journalistic practice, but future empirical explorations 
outside the US context would provide further valuable insights into its effects on readers’ 
perceptions. 
Our research focuses only on Trump’s tweets, but the attention given to any politician 
tweet (through likes and retweets) hinges on its emotional content and on the politician’s large 
followership (Walker et al., 2017). Thus, the effects we observe in our studies should extend to 
other popular non-populist politicians whose emotional persuasive tweets end up in the news. 
Moreover, it may be that even with a less inflammatory message, simple exposure to a 
politician’s Twitter profile image or discussion and popularity metrics, may also successfully 
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activate positive emotions. Pursuing these research directions is of timely importance given the 
increased frequency of tweets in news.  
We purposely chose a little-known online news outlet for our studies, to minimize the 
confounding impact of respondents’ prior opinion about the media source on the experimental 
effects. However, tweets are an integral part of news reports across the media landscape. Future 
research should explore their effects when embedded or quoted in other more popular news 
outlets, together with how these effects are impacted by readers’ prior media beliefs. 
Finally, our study examines the impact of exposure to tweets in news on larger screens, 
but mobile news readership is rising. Current research finds that displaying political news on 
smartphones may inhibit information processing (Dunaway et al., 2018), while others find that 
mobile viewers are disproportionately exposed to entertainment as opposed to policy news 
(Santana and Dozier, 2019). While to our knowledge, no study has tested attention to tweets on 
different screen sizes, taken together, these different research strands suggest that, if viewers are 
used to seeing softer news on their mobiles, then, tweets may be equally if not more eye-catching 
on smaller than on larger screens. Thus, measuring the impact of tweets on different devices is an 
important topic for further exploration.  
 
Conclusion 
 Our findings demonstrate how – within the hybridized news media environment – newly 
developed and proprietary affordances offered by social media platforms are able to reframe 
traditional verbatim quoting practices and affect audience perceptions as a result. For journalists, 
the results strongly suggest that a recurrent practice, that of quoting politicians’ tweets, should be 
used with caution given the impact on readers’ perceptions not just of those quoted, but of the 
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news quality itself. For the community of scholars, the results provide ample impetus for further 
explorations of the integration of populist and non-populist political leaders’ social media 
messages in the news media.  
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Fig 1. Excerpts from the stimuli by experimental condition 
Note: The red boxes (not shown to respondents) point to the text different in each condition. The full stimuli are available in 
Appendix A. 
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Fig 2. Distribution of Trump-generated emotions among Republicans (Panel A) and Democrats (Panel B). Notes: The X-axis runs 
from “Not at all” (0) to “An extreme amount” (6). PC=Paraphrased Condition, QC=Quotation Condition, EC=Embedded Condition.   
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Fig 3. Mediation model results and effects of the Embedded Condition on Trump Warmth Rating in the Republican sample. Note: 
Estimates based on models with bootstrapped standard errors over 1000 replications available in full in Table E-R1 in Appendix E. 
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Fig 4. Mediation model results and effects of the Embedded Condition on Trump Competence Rating in the Republican sample. 
Note: Estimates based on models with bootstrapped standard errors over 1000 replications available in full in Table E-R2 in 
Appendix E. 
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Fig 5. Distribution of article evaluations by variable and partisanship. Note: PC=Paraphrased Condition, QC=Quotation Condition, 
EC=Embedded Condition.  
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Figure 6. Experimental effects on article evaluations by article trait for Republicans (Panel A) and Democrats (Panel B). Notes: 
PC=Paraphrased Condition, QC=Quotation Condition, EC=Embedded Condition. ** (in black and red fonts) indicate a significant 
difference between conditions at p=0.05 level. Estimates are based on models with bootstrapped standard errors over 1000 replications 
available in full in Table F-R1 for Republicans and F-D2 through F-D5 for Democrats, presented in Appendix F.  
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Table 1. Distribution of Experimental and Control Variables by Partisan Sample and Experimental Condition 
 Republican Sample 
 
Paraphrasing  
Condition (PC) 
Quotation  
Condition (QC) 
Embedded  
Condition (EC) 
 
Mean 
(Std. Dev.) N 
Mean 
(Std. Dev.) N 
Mean 
(Std. Dev.) N 
Trump-Generated Emotions       
Trump-Generated Positive Emotions 0.620 77 0.880 98 0.840 100 
(Scale: 0-6) (1.237)  (1.404)  (1.319)  
Trump-Generated Negative Emotions 0.461 77 0.491 98 0.462 100 
(Scale: 0-6) (0.921)  (1.028)  (0.901)  
Trump Evaluations       
Trump Warmth Rating 5.208 77 5.709 98 5.415 100 
(Scale: 0-10) (3.561)  (3.395)  (3.411)  
Trump Competence Rating 5.812 77 6.214 98 5.735 100 
(Scale: 0-10) (3.536)  (3.245)  (3.102)  
Article Evaluations       
Article: Unfair/Fair 0.506 77 -0.204 98 0.890 100 
(Scale: (-5)-(5)) (2.761)  (3.053)  (2.988)  
Article: Doesn’t Tell/Tells Full Story -0.870 77 -0.969 98 -0.470 100 
(Scale: (-5)-(5)) (2.885)  (3.193)  (3.037)  
Article: Inaccurate/Accurate 0.390 77 -0.296 98 0.720 100 
(Scale: (-5)-(5)) (2.651)  (3.026)  (2.675)  
Article: Cannot/Can Be Trusted 0.286 77 -0.776 98 0.310 100 
(Scale: (-5)-(5)) (2.883)  (3.190)  (2.866)  
Article: Opinionated/Factual 0.273 77 -0.827 98 0.150 100 
(Scale: (-5)-(5)) (3.055)  (3.208)  (3.301)  
Controls       
Republican Identity: Strong  0.412 68 0.483 87 0.356 87 
(Scale: No-Yes, 0-1) (0.496)  (0.503)  (0.482)  
Collusion: Own Opinion 3.208 77 3.153 98 3.560 100 
(Scale: 0-10) (3.180)  (3.023)  (3.170)  
Mueller Approval 2.740 77 2.551 98 2.760 100 
(Scale: 0-10) (1.302)  (1.211)  (1.248)  
Twitter Weekly News Consumption 1.429 77 1.724 98 1.640 100 
(Scale: 0-7) (2.173)  (2.287)  (2.464)  
Age 38.32 77 40.18 97 36.97 100 
(Scale: 18-76) (13.81)  (14.10)  (13.18)  
% Female 50.00 76 47.90 96 37.40 99 
% University Education 57.90 76 56.84 95 57.00 100 
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Table 1 (Continued). Distribution of Experimental and Control Variables by Partisan Sample and Experimental 
Condition 
 Democrat Sample 
 
Paraphrasing 
Condition (PC) 
Quotation 
Condition (QC) 
Embedded  
Condition (EC) 
 
Mean 
(Std. Dev.) N 
Mean 
(Std. Dev.) N 
Mean 
(Std. Dev.) N 
Trump-Generated Emotions       
Trump-Generated Positive Emotions 0.028 72 0.006 79 0.064 59 
(Scale: 0-6) (0.186)  (0.056)  (0.310  
Trump-Generated Negative 
Emotions 2.106 72 2.373 79 2.136 59 
(Scale: 0-6) (1.533)  (1.442)  (1.519)  
Trump Evaluations       
Trump Warmth Rating 0.697 71 0.348 79 0.922 58 
(Scale: 0-10) (1.664)  (0.952)  (2.047)  
Trump Competence Rating 1.134 71 0.728 79 1.043 58 
(Scale: 0-10) (1.905)  (1.677)  (2.145)  
Article Evaluations       
Article: Unfair/Fair 3.441 68 3.266 79 2.603 58 
(Scale: (-5)-(5)) (1.705)  (1.670)  (2.478)  
Article: Doesn’t Tell/Tells Full Story 2.176 68 2.278 79 1.397 58 
(Scale: (-5)-(5)) (2.527)  (1.901)  (2.840)  
Article: Inaccurate/Accurate 3.397 68 3.203 79 2.759 58 
(Scale: (-5)-(5)) (1.712)  (1.705)  (2.258)  
Article: Cannot/Can Be Trusted 3.294 68 3.253 79 2.207 58 
(Scale: (-5)-(5)) (1.693)  (1.613)  (2.864)  
Article: Opinionated/Factual 3.103 68 3.152 79 2.431 58 
(Scale: (-5)-(5)) (2.008)  (1.929)  (2.747)  
Controls       
Democrat Identity: Strong  0.500 64 0.556 72 0.633 49 
(Scale: No-Yes, 0-1) (0.504)  (0.500)  (0.487)  
Collusion: Own Opinion 8.134 67 8.141 78 7.614 57 
(Scale: 0-10) (2.289)  (1.778)  (2.469)  
Mueller Approval 4.254 67 4.295 78 4.281 57 
(Scale: 0-10) (0.990)  (0.913)  (1.048)  
Twitter Weekly News Consumption 1.642 67 2.173 75 1.982 57 
(Scale: 0-7) (2.288)  (2.622)  (2.669)  
Age 36.00 70 33.35 77 36.28 58 
(Scale: 18-76) (12.36)  (11.12)  (11.48)  
% Female 58.60 70 57.10 77 63.80 58 
% University Education 59.42 69 62.34 77 65.45 55 
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Appendix A. Experimental manipulation: Stimuli 
 
 
 
Fig A1. Screenshot of the Embedded Condition stimulus. During the experiment, the stimulus 
appeared to be a normal online news article; the above format is for ease of display in this 
context. 
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Fig A2. Screenshot of the Quoted Condition stimulus. During the experiment, the stimulus 
appeared to be a normal online news article; the above format is for ease of display in this 
context. 
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Fig A3. Screenshot of the Paraphased Condition stimulus. During the experiment, the stimulus 
appeared to be a normal online news article; the above format is for ease of display in this 
context. 
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Appendix B. Time spent reading the experimental stimulus by study and experimental condition 
 
 
Table B1. Time spent on stimulus and reading speed rates 
 Republican Experiment Democrat Experiment 
 
Embedded 
condition 
(540 words) 
Quotation 
condition  
(492 words) 
Paraphrasing 
condition  
(526 words) 
Embedded 
condition 
(540 words) 
Quotation 
condition  
(492 words) 
Paraphrasing 
condition  
(526 words) 
Time spent on stimulus  
(in seconds)       
Median 140.00 160.00 139.00 130.00 118.00 147.00 
Mean 159.69 177.45 166.10 142.54 139.10 161.07 
Sd 92.42 84.89 81.49 56.94 71.14 61.59 
Reading speed rate  
(in words per minute)       
Median 231.43 184.51 227.05 249.23 250.17 214.70 
Mean 
237.55 203.04 220.12 260.67 312.48 219.99 
Sd 76.09 138.54 73.02 120.28 448.68 68.93 
N 100 98 77 59 79 72 
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Appendix C. Simple experimental effects on Trump warmth and competence 
evaluations  
 
Note: To ensure we ran the correct analyses, we first checked the distribution of residuals in 
both cases. The results from the Shapiro-Wilk test showed no deviations from normality for 
Republicans, but highly significant deviations for Democrats (W=0.703, p=0.000 for warmth 
ratings, and W=0.827, p=0.000 for competence ratings). Upon further inspection, because high 
proportions (i.e., between 64% and 77%) of Democrats in all conditions rated Trump on both 
variables at the lowest point, zero, we recoded the Trump ratings as binary, with “1” meaning 
“some warmth/competence” and “0” meaning “no warmth/competence”. The tables below 
present the results from the regression analysis for Republicans and the logit regression analysis 
for Democrats (both with bootstrapped standard errors over 1000 replications). 
 
 
Table C-R1. Dependent Variable: Trump Warmth Rating (0-10) (Republican-Only Sample) 
 
Observed 
Coeff. 
Bootstrap 
Std. Err. z p> |z| 
Normal-based 95% 
Confidence Interval 
Condition       
QC 0.301 0.358 0.840 0.400 -0.400 1.003 
EC 0.663 0.346 1.920 0.055 -0.015 1.341 
         
Republican Identity: Strong  1.035 0.345 3.000 0.003 0.359 1.711 
Collusion: Own Opinion -0.501 0.076 -6.570 0.000 -0.650 -0.352 
Mueller Approval -0.537 0.172 -3.120 0.002 -0.874 -0.200 
Education -0.098 0.121 -0.810 0.419 -0.336 0.140 
Female 0.055 0.315 0.180 0.861 -0.562 0.672 
Age 0.025 0.011 2.350 0.019 0.004 0.046 
Twitter Weekly News 
Consumption 0.266 0.072 3.680 0.000 0.124 0.408 
Constant 6.797 0.901 7.540 0.000 5.031 8.563 
       
Wald chi2(9) 323.38 
Prob > chi2 0.000 
Adjusted R2          0.521 
N 237 
Bootstrap Replications 1000 
Note: Linear regression results computed with Stata 14. 
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Table C-R1a. Predicted Margins for Trump Warmth Rating by Experimental Condition 
 
Margin 
Delta-method 
Std. Err. z p> |z| 
Normal-based 
95% Confidence 
Interval 
Condition       
PC 5.545 0.265 20.910 0.000 5.025 6.065 
QC 5.846 0.245 23.820 0.000 5.365 6.328 
EC 6.208 0.232 26.720 0.000 5.752 6.663 
Note: Margins computed with Stata 14 with 1000 Bootstrap replications. N=237 (Republicans 
only) 
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Table C-R2. Dependent Variable: Trump Competence Rating (0-10) (Republican-Only Sample) 
 
Observed 
Coeff. 
Bootstrap 
Std. Err. Z p> |z| 
 Normal-based 95% 
Confidence Interval 
Condition       
QC 0.133 0.368 0.360 0.718 -0.588 0.854 
EC 0.426 0.349 1.220 0.222 -0.258 1.109 
        
Republican Identity: Strong  0.962 0.327 2.950 0.003 0.322 1.602 
Collusion: Own Opinion -0.410 0.078 -5.270 0.000 -0.563 -0.258 
Mueller Approval -0.491 0.174 -2.820 0.005 -0.833 -0.150 
Education -0.088 0.120 -0.730 0.463 -0.323 0.147 
Female 0.217 0.317 0.690 0.493 -0.404 0.839 
Age 0.034 0.010 3.320 0.001 0.014 0.054 
Twitter Weekly News 
Consumption 0.198 0.066 2.980 0.003 0.068 0.328 
Constant 6.692 0.839 7.980 0.000 5.048 8.336 
       
Wald chi2(9) 212.39 
Prob > chi2 0.000 
Adjusted R2          0.4570 
N 237 
Bootstrap Replications 1000 
Note: Linear regression results computed with Stata 14. 
 
Table C-R2a. Predicted Margins for Trump Competence Rating by Experimental Condition 
 Margin 
Delta-method 
Std. Err. Z p> |z| 
Normal-based 
95% Confidence 
Interval 
Condition       
PC 6.121 0.259 23.680 0.000 5.614 6.628 
QC 6.254 0.251 24.910 0.000 5.762 6.746 
EC 6.547 0.241 27.150 0.000 6.074 7.020 
Note: Margins computed with Stata 14 with 1000 Bootstrap replications. N=237 (Republicans 
only) 
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Table C-D1. Dependent Variable: Trump Warmth Rating (0-1) (Democrat-Only Sample) 
 
Observed 
Odd 
Ratio 
Bootstrap 
Std. Err. Z p> |z| 
 Normal-based 95% 
Confidence Interval 
Condition       
QC 0.876 0.468 -0.250 0.804 0.307 2.498 
EC 1.511 0.885 0.700 0.481 0.479 4.760 
        
Democrat Identity: Strong  0.371 0.185 -1.990 0.047 0.139 0.987 
Collusion: Own Opinion 0.658 0.087 -3.170 0.002 0.508 0.852 
Mueller Approval 0.879 0.299 -0.380 0.704 0.450 1.714 
Education 0.744 0.168 -1.310 0.189 0.478 1.157 
Female 0.658 0.294 -0.940 0.349 0.274 1.579 
Age 0.971 0.021 -1.360 0.174 0.930 1.013 
Twitter Weekly News 
Consumption  1.150 0.104 1.550 0.122 0.963 1.373 
Constant 181.165 254.179 3.710 0.000 11.583 2833.524 
       
Log Likelihood -79.840 
Wald chi2(9) 27.77 
Prob > chi2 0.001 
Pseudo R2          0.196 
N 177 
Bootstrap Replications 1000 
Note: Logistic regression results computed with Stata 14. 
 
Table C-D1a. Predicted Margins for Trump Warmth Rating by Experimental Condition  
 Margin 
Delta-method 
Std. Err. Z p> |z| 
Normal-based 95% 
Confidence Interval 
Condition       
PC 0.240 0.055 4.370 0.000 0.132 0.347 
QC 0.222 0.051 4.320 0.000 0.121 0.322 
EC 0.303 0.071 4.260 0.000 0.164 0.442 
Note: Margins computed with Stata 14 with 1000 Bootstrap replications. N=177 (Democrats only) 
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Table C-D2. Dependent Variable: Trump Competence Rating (0-1) (Democrat-Only Sample) 
 
Observed 
Odd 
Ratio 
Bootstrap 
Std. Err. z p> |z| 
 Normal-based 95% 
Confidence Interval 
Condition       
QC 0.568 0.263 -1.220 0.222 0.229 1.407 
EC 1.084 0.549 0.160 0.874 0.402 2.923 
        
Democrat Identity: Strong  0.469 0.207 -1.720 0.086 0.197 1.114 
Collusion: Own Opinion 0.741 0.079 -2.820 0.005 0.601 0.913 
Mueller Approval 0.818 0.203 -0.810 0.417 0.503 1.330 
Education 0.985 0.188 -0.080 0.937 0.678 1.431 
Female 0.845 0.336 -0.420 0.673 0.387 1.844 
Age 1.006 0.018 0.340 0.737 0.971 1.043 
Twitter Weekly News 
Consumption  1.167 0.091 1.990 0.047 1.002 1.360 
Constant 15.052 18.539 2.200 0.028 1.346 168.271 
       
Log Likelihood -97.280 
Wald chi2(9) 18.50 
Prob > chi2 0.030 
Pseudo R2          0.125 
N 177 
Bootstrap Replications 1000 
Note: Logistic regression results computed with Stata 14. 
 
Table C-D2a. Predicted Margins for Trump Competence Rating by Experimental Condition  
 Margin 
Delta-method 
Std. Err. Z p> |z| 
Normal-based 95% 
Confidence Interval 
Condition       
PC 0.359 0.063 5.700 0.000 0.236 0.483 
QC 0.257 0.054 4.800 0.000 0.152 0.362 
EC 0.375 0.075 5.000 0.000 0.228 0.522 
Note: Margins computed with Stata 14 with 1000 Bootstrap replications. N=177 (Democrats only) 
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Appendix D. Experimental treatment effects on Trump-activated positive 
emotions 
 
Table D-R1. Dependent Variable: Trump-Activated Positive Emotions (Yes/No) (Republican-Only 
Sample) 
 
Observed 
Odd 
Ratio 
Bootstrap 
Std. Err. z P> |z| 
 Normal-based 95% 
Confidence Interval 
Condition       
QC 1.465 0.581 0.960 0.336 0.673 3.188 
EC 2.194 0.875 1.970 0.049 1.003 4.796 
         
Republican Identity: Strong  1.457 0.518 1.060 0.290 0.726 2.923 
Collusion: Own Opinion 0.860 0.069 -1.870 0.062 0.735 1.007 
Mueller Approval 0.724 0.130 -1.800 0.072 0.510 1.029 
Education 1.053 0.135 0.400 0.686 0.819 1.355 
Female 0.533 0.178 -1.880 0.060 0.277 1.027 
Age 1.021 0.013 1.620 0.106 0.996 1.047 
Twitter Weekly News 
Consumption 1.065 0.079 0.850 0.397 0.921 1.231 
Constant 0.720 0.648 -0.360 0.715 0.123 4.203 
       
Log likelihood  -139.616 
Wald chi2(9) 32.850 
Prob > chi2 0.0001 
Pseudo R2          0.147 
N 237 
Bootstrap Replications 1000 
Note: Logistic regression results computed with Stata 14. 
 
 
Table D-R1a. Predicted Probabilities “Trump-Activated Positive Emotions”=Yes by Condition 
 Margin 
Delta-method  
Std. Err. Z p> |z| 
Normal-based 95% 
Confidence Interval 
Condition       
PC 0.378 0.058 6.500 0.000 0.264 0.492 
QC 0.454 0.054 8.490 0.000 0.349 0.559 
EC 0.537 0.054 9.930 0.000 0.431 0.643 
Note: Margins computed with Stata 14 with 1000 Bootstrap replications. N=237 (Republicans only) 
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Appendix E. Mediation model 
 
Table E-R1. Mediation Model: Experimental Conditions → Trump-Activated Positive Emotions → Trump 
Warmth Rating (Republican-Only Sample) 
Dependent Variable: Trump-Activated Positive Emotions (Yes/No) 
Logit Regression Results 
 
Observed 
Coeff. 
Bootstrap 
Std. Err. Z p> |z| 
 Normal-based 95% 
Confidence Interval 
Condition       
QC 0.382 0.399 0.960 0.339 -0.400 1.163 
EC 0.786 0.400 1.960 0.049 0.002 1.569 
Republican Identity: Strong  0.376 0.371 1.010 0.311 -0.351 1.103 
Collusion: Own Opinion -0.150 0.082 -1.830 0.068 -0.312 0.011 
Mueller Approval -0.323 0.188 -1.720 0.086 -0.691 0.045 
Education 0.052 0.136 0.380 0.702 -0.214 0.318 
Female -0.629 0.337 -1.870 0.062 -1.290 0.032 
Age 0.021 0.013 1.630 0.103 -0.004 0.045 
Twitter Weekly News 
Consumption 0.063 0.074 0.850 0.395 -0.082 0.207 
Constant -0.328 0.952 -0.340 0.730 -2.195 1.538 
       
Dependent Variable: Trump Warmth Rating (0-10) 
Linear Regression Results 
 
Observed 
Coeff. 
Bootstrap 
Std. Err. z p> |z| 
 Normal-based 95% 
Confidence Interval 
Condition       
QC 0.193 0.341 0.570 0.572 -0.476 0.861 
EC 0.435 0.356 1.220 0.222 -0.263 1.134 
Trump-Activated Positive 
Emotions (1=Yes) 1.439 0.320 4.500 0.000 0.813 2.066 
Republican Identity: Strong 0.914 0.340 2.690 0.007 0.247 1.580 
Collusion: Own Opinion -0.456 0.078 -5.860 0.000 -0.608 -0.304 
Mueller Approval -0.442 0.170 -2.610 0.009 -0.774 -0.109 
Education -0.116 0.123 -0.940 0.345 -0.358 0.125 
Female 0.240 0.303 0.790 0.428 -0.353 0.833 
Age 0.019 0.011 1.780 0.075 -0.002 0.039 
Twitter Weekly News 
Consumption 0.246 0.066 3.750 0.000 0.117 0.375 
Constant 6.196 0.895 6.920 0.000 4.441 7.951 
       
var(e.Trump Warmth Rating) 4.392      0.418   3.645     5.292 
  
Log pseudolikelihood -651.265 
N 237 
Bootstrap Replications 1000 
Note: Mediation results computed with the gsem command in Stata 14. 
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Table E-R2. Mediation Model: Experimental Conditions → Trump-Activated Positive Emotions → Trump 
Competence Rating (Republican-Only Sample) 
Dependent Variable: Trump-Activated Positive Emotions (Yes/No) 
Logit Regression Results 
 
Observed 
Coeff. 
Bootstrap 
Std. Err. z p> |z| 
 Normal-based 95% 
Confidence Interval 
Condition       
QC 0.382 0.390 0.980 0.327 -0.382 1.145 
EC 0.786 0.399 1.970 0.049 0.004 1.567 
Republican Identity: Strong  0.376 0.367 1.020 0.306 -0.344 1.096 
Collusion: Own Opinion -0.150 0.082 -1.830 0.068 -0.312 0.011 
Mueller Approval -0.323 0.175 -1.840 0.065 -0.666 0.020 
Education 0.052 0.131 0.400 0.691 -0.204 0.308 
Female -0.629 0.336 -1.870 0.061 -1.288 0.029 
Age 0.021 0.013 1.590 0.112 -0.005 0.046 
Twitter Weekly News Consumption 0.063 0.075 0.830 0.405 -0.085 0.210 
Constant -0.328 0.907 -0.360 0.717 -2.105 1.448 
       
Dependent Variable: Trump Competence Rating (0-10) 
Linear Regression Results 
 
Observed 
Coeff. 
Bootstrap 
Std. Err. z p> |z| 
 Normal-based 95% 
Confidence Interval 
Condition       
QC 0.026 0.369 0.070 0.944 -0.698 0.750 
EC 0.202 0.357 0.570 0.572 -0.498 0.903 
Trump-Activated Positive Emotions 
(1=Yes) 1.416 0.302 4.700 0.000 0.825 2.008 
Republican Identity: Strong  0.843 0.306 2.760 0.006 0.244 1.442 
Collusion: Own Opinion -0.366 0.073 -5.030 0.000 -0.509 -0.223 
Mueller Approval -0.398 0.160 -2.490 0.013 -0.711 -0.084 
Education -0.106 0.116 -0.920 0.358 -0.333 0.120 
Female 0.399 0.303 1.320 0.188 -0.195 0.993 
Age 0.027 0.010 2.840 0.004 0.009 0.046 
Twitter Weekly News Consumption 0.178 0.062 2.870 0.004 0.056 0.299 
Constant 6.100 0.854 7.140 0.000 4.426 7.774 
       
var(e.Trump Competence Rating) 4.391 0.431   3.622 5.323 
  
Log pseudolikelihood -651.227 
N 237 
Bootstrap Replications 1000 
Note: Mediation results computed with the gsem command in Stata 14. 
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Appendix F. Article evaluations 
 
Table F-R1. Dependent Variable: “Article: Cannot/Can be trusted” (Republican-Only Sample) 
 Observed 
Coeff. 
Bootstrap 
Std. Err. Z p> |z| 
 Normal-based 
95% Confidence 
Interval 
Condition       
QC -0.824 0.396 -2.080 0.038 -1.601 -0.047 
EC 0.020 0.402 0.050 0.960 -0.767 0.808 
        
Republican Identity: Strong  -0.404 0.382 -1.060 0.291 -1.153 0.345 
Collusion: Own Opinion 0.250 0.077 3.230 0.001 0.098 0.402 
Mueller Approval 0.623 0.198 3.150 0.002 0.235 1.012 
Education 0.195 0.131 1.490 0.136 -0.061 0.452 
Female -0.670 0.364 -1.840 0.065 -1.383 0.043 
Age -0.017 0.013 -1.250 0.213 -0.043 0.009 
Twitter Weekly News 
Consumption 0.047 0.075 0.630 0.527 -0.099 0.194 
Constant -1.940 0.999 -1.940 0.052 -3.898 0.017 
       
Wald chi2(9) 128.10 
Prob > chi2 0.000 
Adjusted R2          0.292 
N 237 
Bootstrap Replications 1000 
Note: Linear regression results computed with Stata 14. 
 
Table F-R1a. Predicted Margins for “Article: Cannot/Can be trusted” by Experimental Condition 
 
Margin 
Delta-
method 
Std. Err. z p> |z| 
Normal-based 95% 
Confidence Interval 
Condition       
PC -0.019 0.275 -0.070 0.945 -0.559 0.521 
QC -0.843 0.274 -3.080 0.002 -1.380 -0.306 
EC 0.001 0.284 0.000 0.997 -0.555 0.558 
Note: Margins computed with Stata 14 with 1000 Bootstrap replications. N=237 (Republicans only) 
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Table F-R2. Dependent Variable: “Article: Opinionated/Factual” (Republican-Only Sample) 
 Observed 
Coeff. 
Bootstrap 
Std. Err. z p> |z| 
 Normal-based 
95% Confidence 
Interval 
Condition       
QC -0.753 0.451 -1.670 0.095 -1.637 0.131 
EC -0.108 0.445 -0.240 0.808 -0.981 0.765 
        
Republican Identity: Strong  -0.333 0.408 -0.820 0.414 -1.133 0.466 
Collusion: Own Opinion 0.284 0.092 3.100 0.002 0.104 0.463 
Mueller Approval 0.504 0.243 2.070 0.038 0.027 0.981 
Education 0.071 0.142 0.500 0.617 -0.207 0.349 
Female -0.461 0.403 -1.150 0.252 -1.251 0.328 
Age -0.022 0.015 -1.490 0.137 -0.051 0.007 
Twitter Weekly News 
Consumption 0.092 0.092 1.000 0.319 -0.089 0.273 
Constant -1.298 1.139 -1.140 0.254 -3.531 0.934 
       
Wald chi2(9) 102.86 
Prob > chi2 0.000 
Adjusted R2          0.216 
N 237 
Bootstrap Replications 1000 
Note: Linear regression results computed with Stata 14. 
 
Table F-R2a. Predicted Margins for “Article: Opinionated/Factual” by Experimental Condition 
 
Margin 
Delta-method 
Std. Err. z p> |z| 
Normal-based 95% 
Confidence Interval 
Condition       
PC -0.036 0.323 -0.110 0.912 -0.668 0.597 
QC -0.789 0.307 -2.560 0.010 -1.391 -0.186 
EC -0.144 0.331 -0.430 0.664 -0.792 0.505 
Note: Margins computed with Stata 14 with 1000 Bootstrap replications. N=237 (Republicans only) 
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Table F-D0. Distribution of re-cut article evaluation variables for Democrats 
 Evaluation level 
 Low Medium High 
Article: Trusted    
% 32.49 39.59 27.92 
N 64 78 55 
Article: Factual    
% 31.98 37.56 30.46 
N 63 74 60 
Article: tells Full Story    
% 53.3 30.96 15.74 
N 105 61 31 
Article: Accurate    
% 29.44 41.12 29.44 
N 58 81 58 
Article: Fair    
% 29.44 36.55 34.01 
N 58 72 67 
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Table F-D1. Dependent Variable: “Article: Trusted” (Democrat-Only Sample) 
 
Observed 
Odd 
Ratio 
Bootstrap 
Std. Err. Z p> |z| 
 Normal-based 
95% Confidence 
Interval 
Condition       
QC 0.536 0.192 -1.750 0.081 0.266 1.080 
EC 0.472 0.195 -1.810 0.070 0.209 1.063 
        
Democrat Identity: Strong  1.935 0.648 1.970 0.049 1.003 3.731 
Collusion: Own Opinion 1.090 0.122 0.780 0.438 0.876 1.357 
Mueller Approval 1.773 0.452 2.240 0.025 1.075 2.923 
Education 1.251 0.188 1.480 0.138 0.931 1.680 
Female 1.195 0.390 0.540 0.586 0.630 2.266 
Age 1.007 0.015 0.490 0.624 0.979 1.036 
Twitter Weekly News 
Consumption 1.093 0.070 1.390 0.166 0.964 1.240 
       
Cut 1 3.486 1.376   0.789 6.182 
Cut 2 5.450 1.436   2.636 8.265 
Log likelihood  -173.707 
Wald chi2(9) 27.67 
Prob > chi2 0.001 
Pseudo R2          0.088 
N 175 
Bootstrap Replications 1000 
Note: Ordered logistic regression results computed with Stata 14. 
 
 
Table F-D1a. Predicted Probabilities of “Article: Trusted” = Low, by Experimental Condition 
 
Margin 
Delta-
method  
Std. Err. Z p> |z| 
Normal-based 95% 
Confidence Interval 
Condition       
PC 0.223 0.046 4.860 0.000 0.133 0.312 
QC 0.329 0.049 6.720 0.000 0.233 0.425 
EC 0.353 0.067 5.300 0.000 0.223 0.484 
Note: Margins computed with Stata 14 with 1000 Bootstrap replications. N=175 (Democrats only) 
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Table F-D1b. Predicted Probabilities of “Article: Trusted” = Medium, by Experimental Condition 
 
Margin 
Delta-method 
Std. Err. Z p> |z| 
Normal-based 95% 
Confidence Interval 
Condition       
PC 0.386 0.041 9.460 0.000 0.306 0.466 
QC 0.401 0.039 10.230 0.000 0.324 0.478 
EC 0.399 0.040 9.860 0.000 0.320 0.478 
Note: Margins computed with Stata 14 with 1000 Bootstrap replications. N=175 (Democrats only) 
 
 
Table F-D1c. Predicted Probabilities of “Article: Trusted” = High, by Experimental Condition 
 
Margin 
Delta-method 
Std. Err. z p> |z| 
Normal-based 95% 
Confidence Interval 
Condition       
PC 0.391 0.061 6.460 0.000 0.273 0.510 
QC 0.270 0.047 5.720 0.000 0.178 0.362 
EC 0.248 0.055 4.490 0.000 0.140 0.356 
Note: Margins computed with Stata 14 with 1000 Bootstrap replications. N=175 (Democrats only) 
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Table F-D2. Dependent Variable: “Article: Factual” (Democrat-Only Sample) 
 
Observed 
Odd 
Ratio 
Bootstrap 
Std. Err. z p> |z| 
 Normal-based 95% 
Confidence Interval 
Condition       
QC 0.536 0.218 -1.530 0.126 0.241 1.191 
EC 0.436 0.181 -2.000 0.046 0.193 0.984 
        
Democrat Identity: Strong  2.369 0.834 2.450 0.014 1.188 4.725 
Collusion: Own Opinion 1.081 0.111 0.760 0.447 0.885 1.321 
Mueller Approval 1.632 0.392 2.040 0.041 1.019 2.612 
Education 1.029 0.155 0.190 0.851 0.766 1.381 
Female 1.432 0.473 1.090 0.278 0.749 2.737 
Age 1.011 0.015 0.720 0.472 0.982 1.040 
Twitter Weekly News 
Consumption 1.048 0.067 0.730 0.464 0.924 1.188 
       
Cut 1 2.579 1.423   -0.209 5.368 
Cut 2 4.485 1.466   1.611 7.359 
Log likelihood  -175.853 
Wald chi2(9) 19.23 
Prob > chi2 0.023 
Pseudo R2          0.079 
N 175 
Bootstrap Replications 1000 
Note: Ordered logistic regression results computed with Stata 14. 
 
 
 
Table F-D2a. Predicted Probabilities of “Article: Factual” = Low, by Experimental Condition 
 
Margin 
Delta-method 
Std. Err. z p> |z| 
Normal-based 95% 
Confidence Interval 
Condition       
PC 0.217 0.051 4.220 0.000 0.116 0.318 
QC 0.324 0.055 5.930 0.000 0.217 0.432 
EC 0.365 0.060 6.130 0.000 0.248 0.482 
Note: Margins computed with Stata 14 with 1000 Bootstrap replications. N=175 (Democrats only) 
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Table F-D2b. Predicted Probabilities of “Article: Factual” = Medium, by Experimental Condition 
 
Margin 
Delta-method 
Std. Err. z p> |z| 
Normal-based 95% 
Confidence Interval 
Condition       
PC 0.377 0.042 9.020 0.000 0.295 0.459 
QC 0.394 0.040 9.830 0.000 0.316 0.473 
EC 0.390 0.041 9.480 0.000 0.309 0.470 
Note: Margins computed with Stata 14 with 1000 Bootstrap replications. N=175 (Democrats only) 
 
 
 
Table F-D2c. Predicted Probabilities of “Article: Factual” = High, by Experimental Condition 
 
Margin 
Delta-
method 
Std. Err. z p> |z| 
Normal-based 95% 
Confidence Interval 
Condition       
PC 0.405 0.068 5.970 0.000 0.272 0.538 
QC 0.281 0.053 5.350 0.000 0.178 0.384 
EC 0.245 0.048 5.150 0.000 0.152 0.338 
Note: Margins computed with Stata 14 with 1000 Bootstrap replications. N=175 (Democrats only) 
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Table F-D3. Dependent Variable: “Article: Tells Full Story” (Democrat-Only Sample) 
 
Observed 
Odd 
Ratio 
Bootstrap 
Std. Err. z p> |z| 
Normal-based 95% 
Confidence Interval 
Condition       
QC 0.378 0.157 -2.340 0.019 0.168 0.853 
EC 0.397 0.173 -2.120 0.034 0.169 0.931 
        
Democrat Identity: Strong  1.155 0.448 0.370 0.711 0.540 2.470 
Collusion: Own Opinion 0.923 0.097 -0.760 0.446 0.751 1.134 
Mueller Approval 2.408 0.656 3.220 0.001 1.411 4.108 
Education 1.108 0.194 0.590 0.558 0.786 1.562 
Female 0.850 0.304 -0.450 0.650 0.421 1.715 
Age 0.999 0.014 -0.100 0.921 0.971 1.027 
Twitter Weekly News 
Consumption 1.120 0.071 1.780 0.075 0.989 1.268 
       
Cut 1 3.087 1.341   0.459 5.714 
Cut 2 4.850 1.380   2.146 7.555 
Log likelihood  -162.584 
Wald chi2(9) 24.88 
Prob > chi2 0.003 
Pseudo R2          0.089 
N 175 
Bootstrap Replications 1000 
Note: Ordered logistic regression results computed with Stata 14. 
 
 
Table F-D3a. Predicted Probabilities of “Article: Tells Full Story” = Low, by Experimental Condition 
 
Margin 
Delta-method 
Std. Err. z p> |z| 
Normal-based 95% 
Confidence Interval 
Condition       
PC 0.362 0.064 5.650 0.000 0.236 0.488 
QC 0.568 0.061 9.300 0.000 0.448 0.688 
EC 0.558 0.062 8.940 0.000 0.435 0.680 
Note: Margins computed with Stata 14 with 1000 Bootstrap replications. N=175 (Democrats only) 
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Table F-D3b. Predicted Probabilities of “Article: Tells Full Story” = Medium, by Experimental Condition 
 
Margin 
Delta-method 
Std. Err. z p> |z| 
Normal-based 95% 
Confidence Interval 
Condition       
PC 0.365 0.042 8.710 0.000 0.283 0.447 
QC 0.300 0.043 6.960 0.000 0.215 0.384 
EC 0.305 0.044 7.000 0.000 0.220 0.391 
Note: Margins computed with Stata 14 with 1000 Bootstrap replications. N=175 (Democrats only) 
 
 
 
 
Table F-D3c. Predicted Probabilities of “Article: Tells Full Story” = High, by Experimental Condition 
 
Margin 
Delta-method 
Std. Err. z p> |z| 
Normal-based 95% 
Confidence Interval 
Condition       
PC 0.273 0.064 4.280 0.000 0.148 0.398 
QC 0.132 0.034 3.870 0.000 0.065 0.199 
EC 0.137 0.035 3.880 0.000 0.068 0.207 
Note: Margins computed with Stata 14 with 1000 Bootstrap replications. N=175 (Democrats only) 
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Table F-D4. Dependent Variable: “Article: Accurate” (Democrat-Only Sample) 
 
Observed 
Odd 
Ratio 
Bootstrap 
Std. Err. Z P> |z| 
 Normal-based 95% 
Confidence Interval 
Condition       
QC 0.463 0.177 -2.020 0.044 0.219 0.978 
EC 0.478 0.212 -1.660 0.096 0.201 1.140 
        
Democrat Identity: Strong  2.335 0.813 2.440 0.015 1.181 4.620 
Collusion: Own Opinion 1.066 0.111 0.610 0.544 0.868 1.308 
Mueller Approval 1.919 0.503 2.480 0.013 1.147 3.208 
Education 1.136 0.169 0.860 0.389 0.850 1.520 
Female 1.115 0.403 0.300 0.764 0.549 2.263 
Age 1.003 0.016 0.220 0.828 0.973 1.034 
Twitter Weekly News 
Consumption 1.124 0.072 1.830 0.067 0.992 1.274 
       
Cut 1 3.052 1.452   0.206 5.899 
Cut 2 5.141 1.514   2.174 8.109 
Log likelihood  -169.837 
Wald chi2(9) 28.75 
Prob > chi2 0.001 
Pseudo R2          0.105 
N 175 
Bootstrap Replications 1000 
Note: Ordered logistic regression results computed with Stata 14. 
 
 
 
Table F-D4a. Predicted Probabilities of “Article: Accurate” = Low, by Experimental Condition 
 
Margin 
Delta-method 
Std. Err. z p> |z| 
Normal-based 95% 
Confidence Interval 
Condition       
PC 0.196 0.042 4.690 0.000 0.114 0.278 
QC 0.318 0.051 6.270 0.000 0.218 0.417 
EC 0.312 0.064 4.840 0.000 0.186 0.438 
Note: Margins computed with Stata 14 with 1000 Bootstrap replications. N=175 (Democrats only) 
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Table F-D4b. Predicted Probabilities of “Article: Accurate” = Medium, by Experimental Condition 
 Margin 
Delta-method 
Std. Err. z p> |z| 
Normal-based 95% 
Confidence Interval 
Condition       
PC 0.387 0.041 9.490 0.000 0.307 0.468 
QC 0.413 0.038 10.800 0.000 0.338 0.488 
EC 0.413 0.038 10.790 0.000 0.338 0.488 
Note: Margins computed with Stata 14 with 1000 Bootstrap replications. N=175 (Democrats only) 
 
 
 
Table F-D4c. Predicted Probabilities of “Article: Accurate” = High, by Experimental Condition 
 Margin 
Delta-
method 
Std. Err. z p> |z| 
Normal-based 95% 
Confidence Interval 
Condition       
PC 0.416 0.061 6.880 0.000 0.298 0.535 
QC 0.269 0.047 5.670 0.000 0.176 0.362 
EC 0.275 0.061 4.540 0.000 0.156 0.393 
Note: Margins computed with Stata 14 with 1000 Bootstrap replications. N=175 (Democrats only) 
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Table F-D5. Dependent Variable: “Article: Fair” (Democrat-Only Sample) 
 
Observed 
Odd 
Ratio 
Bootstrap 
Std. Err. z p> |z| 
 Normal-based 
95% Confidence 
Interval 
Condition       
QC 0.441 0.176 -2.050 0.040 0.202 0.964 
EC 0.543 0.225 -1.480 0.140 0.241 1.222 
        
Democrat Identity: Strong  1.473 0.488 1.170 0.242 0.770 2.820 
Collusion: Own Opinion 1.155 0.127 1.310 0.190 0.931 1.432 
Mueller Approval 1.602 0.412 1.830 0.067 0.968 2.651 
Education 1.296 0.213 1.580 0.114 0.940 1.788 
Female 1.264 0.393 0.760 0.450 0.688 2.324 
Age 1.000 0.013 0.030 0.973 0.974 1.027 
Twitter Weekly News 
Consumption 1.071 0.070 1.060 0.291 0.943 1.218 
       
Cut 1 3.074 1.470   0.193 5.955 
Cut 2 4.859 1.553   1.814 7.903 
Log likelihood  -176.595 
Wald chi2(9) 18.85 
Prob > chi2 0.027 
Pseudo R2          0.075 
N 175 
Bootstrap Replications 1000 
Note: Ordered logistic regression results computed with Stata 14. 
 
 
Table F-D5a. Predicted Probabilities of “Article: Fair” = Low, by Experimental Condition 
 Margin 
Delta-method 
Std. Err. z p> |z| 
Normal-based 95% 
Confidence Interval 
Condition       
PC 0.192 0.048 4.040 0.000 0.099 0.285 
QC 0.329 0.050 6.610 0.000 0.231 0.426 
EC 0.290 0.054 5.380 0.000 0.184 0.396 
Note: Margins computed with Stata 14 with 1000 Bootstrap replications. N=175 (Democrats only) 
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Table F-D5b. Predicted Probabilities of “Article: Fair” = Medium, by Experimental Condition 
 
Margin 
Delta-method 
Std. Err. z p> |z| 
Normal-based 95% 
Confidence Interval 
Condition       
PC 0.343 0.041 8.300 0.000 0.262 0.424 
QC 0.378 0.039 9.820 0.000 0.303 0.454 
EC 0.377 0.039 9.750 0.000 0.301 0.452 
Note: Margins computed with Stata 14 with 1000 Bootstrap replications. N=175 (Democrats only) 
 
 
 
Table F-D5c. Predicted Probabilities of “Article: Fair” = High, by Experimental Condition 
 
Margin 
Delta-method 
Std. Err. z p> |z| 
Normal-based 95% 
Confidence Interval 
Condition       
PC 0.465 0.070 6.660 0.000 0.328 0.602 
QC 0.293 0.050 5.840 0.000 0.195 0.391 
EC 0.334 0.058 5.740 0.000 0.220 0.448 
Note: Margins computed with Stata 14 with 1000 Bootstrap replications. N=175 (Democrats only) 
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